
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE

 Individuals seeking relief in legal and health matters 
 Leaders of Legal and Health Groups
 Unlicensed Service Providers of legal and health services
 Sellers of legal and health information 

This is for those who seek the Truth regarding their financial and health problems. This is for 
legal protection against the unwarranted intrusions of the government in your quest to seek
or obtaining that Truth, or obtaining assistance from those offering services that support 
that Truth. Based on our extensive research, there is NOTHING like This offered in the 
marketplace.

PROTECT YOURSELF – PROTECT YOUR GROUP

We are living in a day and time in which the governments of the corporate UNITED STATES are becoming more 
and more repressive, almost daily. We, the people of these united Sates of America, are not free as many 
people naively think. Unfortunately, too many people are not noticing what is going on around them; that 
some of the very same tactics employed against the people in other countries in recent history (less than 100 
years) are being employed – almost verbatim – by the Nazis here in these united States of America! Yes, I said 
Nazis.

Concerned people who despise injustice and provide superior non-bar legal services are increasingly becoming 
targets of the State and Federal governments. Some of these effective advocates often expose the rampart 
fraud that is running amuck in commerce (this includes the courts, which are financial intuitions). Some of 
these effective people are providing means of true remedy, more than what the establishment wants the 
people to have. 

The “powers-that-be” want the masses to remain ignorant or stupid, which most people are (unfortunately it’s
true – hopefully this does not apply to you).

The people who truly care about the overall health of their fellow man are often harassed, jailed or even killed 
for bringing real CURES to the people that “traditional” medicine does not and cannot provide.

The NonGuru Network, PMA
          fighting to break free from unjust alleged “debt”
                 fighting to stay healthy … body, mind & spirit 
                      without attorneys, doctors or gurus ...
                           a private network under the protection of
                                “private membership association” status
                                     … we let Truth reign



Many of these caring, often altruistic, people, in law and in alternative medicine, do not know that there is a
protective legal vehicle available that will allow them to operate freely and openly with likeminded people in a 
private setting, i.e., the Private Membership Association (“PMA”). The PMA has been upheld time and again by 
the United States Supreme Court as being off limits to the public government (more on that in future 
writings).

This is an invitation with your best interest at heart. This is for your protection against the ever present Nazis 
in the UNITED STATES governments and in the corporate world (actually, they are one and the same), i.e., until
the Nazis unleash ungodly brute force on the people and when “law” no longer is regarded, but at the barrel 
of a gun (folks, we’re not too far away from that – just look at history). 

But until then, this is a call to:

 All people who are fighting all kinds of alleged “debt” and seeking true 
remedy

 Leaders of legal and health groups, 
 Non-bar legal service providers, 
 Non-traditional health care providers, and 
 People who want to acquire knowledge of and services/products of 

alternative health/medicine and to freely express and practice the 
same and be free from the overbearing, stifling presence of the 
governments.

Accordingly, you are being called to come under the protective umbrella of The NonGuru Network, PMA.

The NonGuru Network, PMA is a private membership association that provides protection from government 
interference of the activities of its members’ private affairs.

The NonGuru Network, PMA has established a Private Membership Association through which present and 
future members of the public become contract members. The membership contract limits claims against you 
and allows clients/patients/truth seekers to receive the cutting edge services within the protection of the 
association. 

The NonGuru Network, PMA is a network of people with common expressed thoughts and ideas that provides 
extraordinary privacy protection.

 No one who is standing up to the “debt” collectors using information 
and services not provided by bar attorneys should be without this 
protection.

 No one who is advocating the use of natural approaches to upkeep 
health of the body, which is diametrically opposed to the drug 
companies’ interests, should be without this protection.



 No Leader of a group or Service Provider of non-bar legal 
services/information should be without this protection.

 No Leader of a group or Service Provider of non-traditional health 
remedies should be without this protection.

+ + + + + + +

Hello my friend, 

Some of you know me by my “Christian” name. Due to the forthcoming programs, I will be operating in the 
“private” along with all those who join me and the others to help you in the fight against the banksters who 
are outright stealing the people’s labor and wealth (without a gun) and the hopelessly corrupt pharmaceutical 
companies who are intentionally keeping the people sick with easily curable diseases such as cancer, AIDS, 
herpes, etc. (some of these cures have been around over 100 years). Hence, you will now know me by the 
name of “Private Nobody.” If you join me and those who have already committed to the cause, you too will 
may a new name, so start thinking about one you would like to use.

Many of you have heard me speak on various webinars, seminars, talk forums, e.g., Angela Stark’s TalkShoe 
Program, My Private Audio; The Debt-Matrix (Zebulon, founder); Dave Mack’s TalkShoe Program, Dallas Debt 
Discussion; Citizens Reform Center programs (Micky Paoletta, founder); Living Free and Clear private 
programs (TJ Marrs, founder); Reclaim Your Rights (Ed Maggio, Esq., founder), First Amendment Radio, and
WAVS1170 AM (with Chiwara), among other shows.

I have been in the process of starting a private group since May 2010, but due to my substantial work load and 
demanding schedule, it did not happen.

Recently, however, I have been given a shocking revelation from on High that will be of great assistance to 
many. It is an outgrowth of my prayer to find a simple and effective remedy against foreclosures without 
spending an inordinate amount of time on the process. As it stands now, I have very little time for myself. My 
life is given wholly to the cause of assisting people with “problems,” the majority being foreclosures. I give up, 
on average, 16 to 20 hours a day to the cause, sometime more. 

I said to myself, and aloud to others, there has to be a simpler way, and I prayed for it. The Almighty God of 
Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, being faithful to answer prayers, gave me a simple solution that I have not seen 
anyone employ heretofore. I cannot believe that this earth-shattering issue was not raised long ago; perhaps it 
was, but was kept out of public viewing. Simply stated, the “simple” revelation – which came to me with the 
problem, solution, and remedy process and the documents needed – effectively renders almost every 
mortgage/deed of trust void from inception.

The spiritual revelation may be the most simple but explosive approach to release the lien against 
homeowners’ property, and if correctly applied the process will invalidate mortgage and deeds of trust of 
those homeowners who are not in foreclosure and those who are in foreclosure, but the title had not passed.
This revelation, which had floored me, has prompted me to push hard to bring the revelation to fruition to 
help the many people who need it, which is hard based on my current work schedule. However, in a leap of 
faith and without everything in place that I may want, I am unveiling of The NonGuru Network, PMA. This is 
just a pre-launch. Just to make you aware to see if you are interested.



+ + + + + + +

The NonGuru Network, PMA, a private membership association, is a network of private members fighting 
alleged "debt" with an equal focus on the health of the body, mind and soul. Private Nobody (not real his 
name – no one in the network will be using their real names in the public) is the founder and primary trustee 
of The NonGuru Network, PMA. 

Private Nobody, who is known around the country for his diverse legal activities, has been very successful in 
his legal endeavors for 25 years. He has been successful in defeating foreclosures and credit card accounts. 

Private Nobody does not consider himself a guru (he shuns the label), although he is often called upon to 
speak and share his vast knowledge and experiences in the legal arena. 

Private Nobody is not an attorney, but has been deemed a “non-bar” lawyer and a Counselor who provides 
“assistance of counsel” within the meaning of the Sixth Amendment of the Constitution for these united 
States of America. Private Nobody does not “represent” anyone; he does not give “legal advice”; he does not 
“practice law”; he only “assists.”

The primary call for The NonGuru Network, PMA is for members collectively pool knowledge together to 
mobilized against fraudulent mortgages and other alleged “debt” and to eliminate the same, with Private 
Nobody, Group Lenders of other groups, Service Providers and others as facilitators. 

Individual members with legal and/or medical concerns must be willing to put in the time to learn and be 
willing to apply what they learn from various instructors of the network. Members within the group will be 
allowed to privately assist for free or for a fee if they so desire. 

The NonGuru Network, PMA mission is to help one another, through a collective pool of thought, to stop the 
alleged “creditors” from stealing the member’s property/money. If you are facing a foreclosure or a credit 
card case, Private Nobody realizes that times are rough and money is hard to come by, especially in today's 
economy.

America’s wealth is being stolen from the people faster than ever in history through the illusion of alleged 
“debt.” As fellow Americans, Private Nobody sees the people’s wealth being stolen through bank bailouts, 
plummeting home values, ungodly credit card interest rates, and unprecedented unemployment. 

Private Nobody feel it’s high time to create a community of awareness that helps fellow Americans fight back 
and get their wealth back. No one should be afraid of the “lenders,” debt collectors, or anyone that is blatantly 
stealing your labor and money.

Accordingly, Private Nobody’s mission is to create a community of like-minded individuals will not take it 
anymore and are willing to learn how to protect themselves.

Private Nobody’s goal, with the help of others, is also to enlighten people to effective ways to operate in the 
public courts. 

There are many legal groups out there, and many do a good job in getting information out about what’s 
wrong, however, Private Nobody noticed that there insufficient attention given to how to effectively operate 
in court. Moreover, not enough attention is focused on how unlicensed service providers (legal and medical) 
can protect themselves from being charged with unlicensed practice of law or medicine. 



With his 25 plus years’ experience, along with other equally qualified instructors from other groups, Private 
Nobody, along with the help other instructors, plans to provide the members with relevant information they 
can use in court, effectively. Bottom line: It is up to each member to take a stand and claim their rights; no one 
else will do it for them.

With your membership, you have the following benefits:

 Under the protection of The NonGuru Network, PMA, individual members, 
Instructors, Service Providers, and Sellers of legal and medical 
products/information can freely provide such information and advice – with the 
members of the network – without being charged with unlicensed practice of law 
or medicine and without governmental interference.

 For individual members, to bond and study with other people similarly situated 
locally and around the country for support of one another.

 For Instructors, Service Providers, and Sellers of legal and medical 
products/information, increased exposure for additional revenue.

 For individual members, to communicate with other alleged “debtors” (actually 
the real creditors), Private Nobody and other qualified speakers, Group Leaders of 
other groups, and Service Providers within the group and guest speakers on 
teleconference calls and interactive webinars.

 Learn effective “tips & tricks” from Private Nobody based on his 25 plus years’ 
legal experience that will save you time, money and heartache.

 Each member will have their OWN customizable web page with a selection of apps 
to add with a FREE webinar program (for up to 10 people) to work with each other 
in the network.

 Group Leaders and Service Providers will have a customizable group site on the 
website that will connect to their main site. The administrative part of the 
membership for your group or clients is not your worry. You and your group sign 
up, enjoy the benefits of The NonGuru Network, PMA and continue business as 
usual.

 The community will be able to communicate collectively as a whole or privately 
within their own sub groups.

 Everything on the website is private. Only members will have access to the site; 
breaches of security will not be tolerated.

 Access to members ONLY resources and much, much more.

For the privilege of interacting on The NonGuru Network, PMA, and for this network to be deemed and remain 
a private network under the protection of the organic Constitution for these united States of America, one 
must be a contracted member of The NonGuru Network, PMA. 

The membership fee does not include any of the services or products offered by The NonGuru Network, PMA, 
Private Nobody, Leaders of Legal and Health groups, Service Providers or other competent members of The 
NonGuru Network, PMA.  



The NonGuru Network, PMA membership and resources of the members are for PERSONAL USE ONLY and not 
for resale or sharing with non-members.

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE: This IS NOT a Sovereign Citizen / Patriot Movement group. Members will be seeking 
their own personal remedy, whether in the law or seeking relief via alternative medical approaches for 
optimum health. Agents of the government need not apply. Only ethical, considerate and believers of true 
justice need apply. The NonGuru Network, PMA will not be open to everyone. In order for it to be deemed 
“private,” The NonGuru Network, PMA must also be selective.

The forthcoming websites and Private Nobody’s Lien Release Package are under construction. The Lien 
Release Package will only be available to The NonGuru Network, PMA membership. Private Nobody hopes to 
have the projects done within a month, but he has run into obstacles: there is so much involved in setting up 
organization right. 

For those who are interested in joining The NonGuru Network, PMA and the Lien Release Package, send an 
email to info@thenongurunetwork.com with your full name, name of your group or service you provide (if 
applicable), phone number and to your email address so your name can be added to a growing list of people 
who cannot wait for The NonGuru Network, PMA and the Lien Release Package, which will be reasonably 
priced so it is easily attainable. 

COMMENTS AND SUGGESTIONS ARE WELCOMED!

My friends, keep learning, keep fighting and keep the faith. We are living in perilous times. May the Almighty 
God bless your efforts against the real gangsters, i.e., the banksters and the corporate heads of the 
pharmaceutical companies; and bless those who need to learn more how to keep themselves healthy in this 
polluted world due to corporate greed.           

By: Private Nobody


